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ABSTRACT: There is a long-standing dispute in landscape architecture over whether professional 
education should aim to improve graduates’ skills in office and production-related practices, or 
enhance graduates’ grasp and application of theory and research in design. While the design 
community seeks to cultivate emerging design talent, design practice can often be viewed in very 
different ways. A recent shift in practice toward a hybrid model of research through design 
experimentation suggests a need to re-think the traditional dichotomy between knowledge creation and 
practice. The increasingly cross-disciplinary nature of design practice makes this hybrid model 
particularly relevant for landscape architecture, which has tended, historically, to graft professional 
knowledge from related fields. Hybrid practice may, in fact, exemplify an evolving mode of spatial 
practice in landscape architecture. Further, this hybrid mode of practice understands education as an 
active, experimental practice, as students engage in serious critiques of their own investigative 
methods and integrate different forms of knowledge.  

This paper explores the emerging language of hybrid practice, showing that improvisation, openness, 
and self-critical processes are successful developments in an archetypal ‘black box’ design 
methodology currently entering the field of production through education. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The shape of landscape architecture practice has evolved slowly together with designers’ understanding of open and 
inter-connective systems. Of particular interest are practices that have led to intersections with other disciplines, and 
assimilated new and different types of knowledge. The prevalence of these intersections in recent decades has led 
landscape architects to identify themselves as mediators or cross-disciplinary leaders (Ahern 2006). However, the 
difficulty has always been in how different forms of knowledge are transferred into practice. 

Experimentation with a new hybrid form of research and practice has become increasingly common in landscape 
architecture. These activities may indicate the continued uneasiness designers feel regarding an apparent 
incompatibility with traditional core competencies, disciplinary boundaries, and the idiosyncratic and experimental 
nature of design and the design process (LABOK 2004; von Seggern 2008). However, hybridising research and 
practice may yet suggest a new shift in the mode of practice, and the subsequent delivery of education in landscape 
architecture – one that is more openly exploratory and willing to re-test basic and formal assumptions of practice. 

As designers and researchers mark out and test new areas of knowledge and practice, there comes a need to re-
imagine prior notions of proprietary knowledge that once “built” disciplines. Landscape architecture has begun to 
model a new hyper-disciplinary openness, wherein hybrid practices prefer thematic relationships to disciplinary 
boundaries. Through such openness, design is recognized as a process of exploration and experimentation, only 
precariously linked to the traditional categorizing of professional goals. The North American design community has 
already disputed a description of professional landscape architecture as a primarily skills-based practice (LABOK 
2004), and yet landscape architects remain keen to distinguish their work and practice, and define their role in 
society.  

This paper positions landscape architecture as a field of practice that should embrace its already clear tendency to 
share in and hybridize other fields of theory and practice. While landscape architecture may be said to lack a 
traditional body of knowledge (LABOK 2004), the pursuit of such a legacy may only represent an outmoded 
protectionism of disciplinary territory. Such an approach is out of sync with a contemporary imagination ever more 
embedded in a hyper-connected, network society (Castells 2000). It is critical, then, that education not shirk the 
responsibility to recognize and explore diverse bodies of theory, as these both underpin processes through which 
current research and practice are bundled, and substantiate a new working experimentation by which design is 
practiced. The incompleteness of landscape architecture theory could be highlighted as an opportunity to re-imagine 
theory as alive and open to cross-fertilisation, trial and error.  
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1. THE ‘CREATIVE’ DISPUTE 

 1.1. Values we can’t measure 
 Designers claim a lead role in the upsurgent ‘creative class’, and yet the real potential of creativity is its universality. 
Creativity is an open-ended process that connects, shapes and orients any practice that engages with the world. For 
this reason, it is not difficult to see why many design professions have suffered a crisis of identity: When creative 
work can define any practice, what defines a particular creative practice? 

In landscape architecture, some professional bodies have tried to establish a benchmark of definable skills and 
competencies. Unfortunately, such attempts have only served to amplify a crisis. For example, when findings from a 
major North American report suggested that landscape architecture could be captured in the measurable things we 
do (LABOK, 2004), landscape architects voiced strong disapproval in setting aside the immeasurable parts of 
creative practice. While designers and design educators acknowledge the difficulty in capturing and documenting the 
design process, they continue to hold keenly to those immeasurable, uncanny, and punctuated moments of the 
eureka!, all too happy to embrace what can only be described as ‘richness’. Von Seggern and Werner (2008:39) 
describe the conflict in the following way: 

 While intuitive and emotional aspects are often acknowledged as contributing to the design process, their meaning 
and relevance remain diffuse and unqualified. As such their potential remains largely underutilized; they are 
regarded as unpredictable factors better left out of the equation and treated as a kind of “black box”. At the same 
time, all attempts to objectify the design process – in a classical sense to reduce it to a science – have failed.  

Despite ambiguity, creativity and creative practice are recognized as key catalysts for knowledge creation across 
many disciplines (Krull 2008). It is clear that technology often facilitates or expands the capacity for some 
achievement, but it is certainly less clear when creative practice involves complex encounters or cognitive processes 
(Nowotny 2008; Thrift 2008; von Seggern and Werner 2008). Mapping a process is more difficult than mapping 
outcomes. Despite this, the work of producing, whether or not it is easily described, has a significant connective value 
for design. While design occurs in a realm of uncertain connections, designers, whether in education or practice, 
share a common value: Through design, their “work connects knowledge to the world” (Nowotny 2008:13).  

 1.2. What logic is landscape?   
 The difficulty in capturing a good portion of the design process touches off a dispute between educators and 
practicing designers, which, in essence, is a practical-theoretical stand off. Generally, educators aim to provide the 
conceptual tools for students to grasp and apply theory (mapping processes); practicing designers tend to call for a 
more comprehensive knowledge of production practices (mapping outcomes). Knowledge, in this sense, has been 
formalized by a logic of ‘either-or’ – a logic, not incidentally, that has already been disputed as insufficient (LABOK 
2004; von Seggern and Werner 2008; Nowotny 2008; Swaffield 2002). A second problem ensues: As a relatively 
‘young’ professional class, landscape architects lack a historical body of knowledge and must, therefore, adapt 
knowledge-based practices from other fields (Swaffield 2002). This calls to question how a creative practice that 
shares materials, methods and techniques with many other practices can obtain sufficient and unique theoretical 
depth so as to distinguish itself from others. The following argument suggests that an answer lies necessarily in 
BOTH the things we do AND the way we do them. This paper suggests that the ‘both-and’ logic of this response 
actually aligns with what Strathern calls “complex trajectories rather than blurred genres” (cited in Thrift 2008:2); in 
other words, that landscape architects might steal strange and unique ways forward, rather than position themselves 
between practices, compromising, as so often happens, through collaboration with related professional fields. 

 1.3. Theft and innovation 
 Landscape architects have long recognized their roots in borrowing from other disciplines, re-contextualizing 
specialized practices, and assuming a sort of theoretical hybridization to support their own practice. Such theoretical 
theft may appear improper in the field of professional practice; but what if such theft was, instead, a sign of a healthy 
and evolving capacity for shaping knowledge within a particular field? 

While the practice of theft is typically held in disdain and often criminalized, the advent and ease of sharing digital-
information, along with strong new advocacy for a collaborative and open-source creative commons has suddenly 
polarised discourse. A quick scan on-line in 2010 will show a broad and serious debate ranging from game-room 
forums to mainstream editorial writing on what is seen as a new moral ‘grey area’ in theft. While the debate appears 
firmly rooted in the improvements of network technologies, there are clear signs that it has a longer history than this 
might first suggest. In fact, theft may be considered a long-standing mode of creative practice – one that is simply 
highlighted by new technologies that lubricate an exchange of ideas and products in ways not previously considered. 
T.S. Eliot (1922/2010) recognized much earlier that to “borrow” was in fact a primary act of poetry: 

 Immature poets imitate; mature poets steal; bad poets deface what they take, and good poets make it into 
something better, or at least something different. The good poet welds his theft into a whole of feeling which is 
unique, utterly different than that from which it is torn; the bad poet throws it into something which has no cohesion. 
A good poet will usually borrow from authors remote in time, or alien in language, or diverse in interest. 

Relating seasoned practice to theft is provocative enough, but it appears that the key to “good theft” is in the 
difference produced by new work and the diversity of fields from which one “borrows”. Both concepts will again 
underscore the contribution of network technologies in improving our capacity to share and exchange on a global 
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scale. Yet more importantly, the shifting sensibilities around theft fold neatly into theoretical developments on 
networks as distinct differential systems. These developments have proved significant for performative fields like 
landscape architecture and urbanism. A newly theorized network society moves beyond information technology, to 
span and interlink complex physical infrastructures, communication systems, and the dense interactions of urban life. 
In the process, these networks have redefined the spaces of economy, society and culture (Castells, 2000; Graham 
and Marvin, 2001; Massey, 2005; Thrift, 2008). The relationship between network logic and (if we tentatively accept) 
the ‘both-and’ logic of creative practice has significant implications across and between disciplines. Kelly (2010) 
observes that “in the network economy…your fiercest competitor will not come from your own field.” This kind of 
observation bodes well for a landscape architecture practice that is intent on strange and unique ways forward. As 
networks tend to promote new and imaginative intersections, Nowotny (2008) suggests that re-contextualizing will 
begin to characterize new forms and stability in the objects of knowledge produced. 

2. THE VITALITY OF A ‘BLACK BOX’ DESIGN PROCESS 

 2.1. A way in for landscape architecture 
 Attempts to rationalize the role of landscape within larger societal processes coincides with landscape architecture 
projects demonstrating new complexities, and with landscape architects beginning to experiment further outside the 
traditional descriptions of landscape practice. Such examples also demonstrate the way in which designers are 
approaching problems differently. Clustering expertise around thematic fields of interest has produced newly 
branching and hybrid knowledge across disciplines (von Seggern and Werner 2008). The thematic and speculative 
nature of landscape urbanism is a recent example of this, and quickly struck a chord with landscape architects 
searching for a way in to urbanism. Landscape architects understand landscape processes to be subtly distinct from 
those processes associated with architecture and traditional urban design, but often consider themselves equipped to 
contribute in a new way to traditional problems. Landscape architects desire a move beyond simply rendering 
“landscape” as a two-dimensional surface. There is, in fact, a remarkable and vital process that sets landscape 
architecture apart from these other practices: chance.  

To highlight chance as it pertains to landscape architecture, we can make the following distinctions: While the project 
of architecture is to find coherence in a complete space, the project of landscape architecture is to find coherence in 
an incomplete space. Landscape architecture aspires to purposefully design for unfinished and open-ended 
interactions. Whereas incompleteness in architecture creates tension, incompleteness in landscape architecture is 
simply given. Chance, then, could be imagined as a kind of biological ATP for open-systems – an energetic carrier 
responsible for new synthetic reactions within the landscape. As open-system methodologies gain traction in 
environmental and design practices, landscape architecture is positioned well to respond to the increasingly complex 
spatial interactions that comprise our everyday lives.  

 2.2. The spatial problem 
 There is still a significant hurdle ahead. Fields that employ space as a mode of production face a two-fold problem: 

(i) Spatial processes resist simple or discrete identification. 

Space is a medium through which complex networks (ecological, technological, social, etc) connect and interact. 
Reducing a network of interactions to a measurable set of variables, however common in practice, has devastating 
effects on the fluidity of spatial networks. This reduction confines openness, and further reinforces the embedded 
desire to see processes as quantifiable, especially in the desire to describe what a professional practice does. 

(ii) Despite the complexity of spatial relations, space is still tied to a cultural understanding of ‘emptiness’. 

Thrift (2008) describes this imagination as the production of backgrounds. These backgrounds transfix and routinize 
the way we think about problems. The danger of this is not that problems are made difficult, but that they are “hard to 
even think of as containing questions at all” (19). Colebrook (cited in Thrift 2008:190) has indicated that styles of 
thinking are “oriented by spatial relations”, so, in other words, how we think reflects our ability to innovate (Krull 2008; 
Poser 2008). Space-as-emptiness makes any production of space – which is a core activity of landscape architecture 
– more or less meaningless. Subsequently, the physical two-dimensionality of a ‘landscape’ is easier to capture. 
However, it is space itself that is richly alive with all the potential of interaction, and the physical ground of ‘landscape’ 
is only one link in a mesh of interrelationships. Space may be a vital catalyst for design, yet the richness and 
connectedness of spatial processes are what make spatial problems so terrifying.  

Finally, to say spatial problems are open-ended is to draw a vital connection between space, creativity and landscape 
systems. This makes the spatial problematic of landscape architecture an imaginative and experimental practice. For 
landscape architects, whether in practice, education or research, spatial-thinking is much like the baited hook of Dr. 
Suess’ parable McElligot’s Pool, dipping beneath the surface of an ordinary world, into a vast and limitless potential 
of imagination, where the catch is an enigmatic je ne sais quoi.  

2.3. Landscape: A vital topology 
Connecting this type of knowledge to practice will ultimately require formalized and embedded experimentation as a 
core value of education, research, and design in landscape architecture. However, in order for this openness to 
underpin spatial practice, and allow landscape architects to in fact connect knowledge to the world, the space of 
landscape architecture must be describable. Landscape architects often speak simply about having an approach to, 
and understanding of, space that comes through the landscape (Corner 1999; Swaffield 2002; von Seggern and 
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Werner 2008). The misfortune of the term landscape (similar to our cultural imagination of space) is its simultaneous 
and meaningful existence in popular culture as a two-dimensional and generally aesthetic surface. Despite many 
authors’ intended richness for the term, and as a consequence of the term’s second life, landscape architecture is 
embroiled still further in misidentifying its creative nature. The intended richness of landscape is better described as a 
vital topology, or living system of relationships that embody “the arrangement and relation of elements and 
dimensions of space” (von Seggern and Werner 2008:51). This is a space that forms and informs an infusion and 
diffusion of memories, perceptions and actions that are enabling, performative, and transformative. The importance of 
theorizing space for landscape architecture is that spatial discourse further enables a description of nonlinear life 
processes that is compatible with creative practice (Thrift 2008; von Seggern and Werner 2008). With effort, such 
description should help landscape architects discuss their work more convincingly than currently possible in our 
landscape of pop-culture. 

 2.4. Design: A speculative topography 
 Many theoretical developments in design remain “academic concepts” that may be worked through in discourse, but 
lack a pragmatic translation to practice. Alternately, practice has less opportunity to experiment with new concepts 
and processes given standard economic constraints, and a tendency to specialize or routinize practice to achieve a 
particular competitive edge. Despite these differences, practicing designers and design educators do share similar 
values in how design shapes space in the production of landscapes. Often discussion will focus on the experience of 
inhabiting a particular place, and describe the qualities of a space and a sense or feeling for it. In this way, inhabiting 
space takes a conceptual step away from the more typically tangible nature of “habitat”, commonly employed by 
ecologists. Habitat, by contrast, is typically defined by a space containing measureable variables that are informed by 
specific patterns or activities of one or many organisms at a particular time. By way of this definition, habitat is 
quantifiable, with many concrete dimensions of measurability; yet, simultaneously, it is constrained to a statistics of 
life, rather than an open-ended space of living. The multifaceted experience of inhabiting a space allows an 
immeasurable, yet tangible, quality of space. Thrift (2008:17) suggests a need to broaden our conception to 
encompass the familiar activities of living-in and living-through space: 

 Substitute distribution for nearness or ambiences. …because the paradox of space is that we all know that space is 
something lived in and through the memories of buildings and landscapes which intertwine with our bodies and 
provide a kind of poetics or space. 

For landscape architects, a spatial “poetics” may translate as a particular atmosphere the designer attempts to 
capture. To do this, designers must infuse an understanding of basic environmental rhythms with those of everyday 
life, and yet still re-imagine and juxtapose space through improvisation. This complex and iterative activity draws 
together chance encounters with poetics of space, to gain and thereby release some creative potential in landscape. 
Thrift’s (2008:21) theorization of such practices picks up on the mutability of creative practice as “inspired 
improvisation”, percolating up to “creative forms of symbiosis”. There is also an appreciation that simple errors in 
transcription and interpretation are part of the process, and often provide new starting points at every move or 
decision made. Improvisation in a poetics of design is about making extraordinarily interesting mistakes.  

For Thrift this is a crucial entanglement of “praxis and poiesis” (2008:8), a richness of practice and poetry, within a 
craft. As space runs seamlessly through material culture, societal constructions and its performance and poetry, it 
connects the design process with related fields, within a ”geography of what happens” (2008:2). In this space, 
disciplinary boundaries fall away, and concepts are rooted in the problematic of open-systems. The open and 
integrative nature of space and the open-endedness of design practice make landscape architecture an imaginative 
practice that is primarily speculative in nature. Thus Thrift’s description of a “speculative topography” captures a 
poetics of unstable human experience that is engaged in a world that is richly variable and rich with atmosphere. This 
captures more fully the act of designing in landscape architecture, and should displace the misadventure of crude 
aesthetic landscapes. 

3. ‘BLACK BOXING’ DESIGN EDUCATION 

3.1. Re-vitalizing the black box in education 
 Student learning occurs at both a rational and intuitive level. For von Seggern and Werner (2008) both rational and 
intuitive thinking are a part of subconscious thought in which residual ideas reassemble in surprising new ways. 
Innovative thinking happens when the virtual space of new ideas manages, momentarily, to describe those 
mysterious aspects of design captured in various rational-intuitive acts of designing. Knowledge creation, in this 
sense, is a chance, but active exploratory practice concerned with “the development of spaces of possibility” (von 
Seggern and Werner, 2008:49). As an educational approach, such design/research experimentation constitutes a 
hybrid language of creativity. The structure of the language is unique in that it self-assembles in response to a 
continuous testing of what works. The syntax of the language is only a non-permanent part-structure, which evolves 
in response to shifting trajectories in design. On the surface, this appears to be a complex process. For students, 
however, this learning isn’t achieved by rote memorization of rules, but is more in tune with a rational-intuitive 
capacity for discovery, which is integral for the design process. Students are embedded in the process of re-writing 
the syntax of design language, and in this way students stake a claim in the future of their field.  

3.2. The black-box: A way in and a way out 
 The unknown and speculative nature of design emphasizes the designer as decision-maker. Moreover, landscape 
architects have a key role in producing the space of urban life. In order to make new ground, the designer must forge 
an individual path through open-ended processes of environmental and creative practice. In this sense, a refusal to 
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define steadfast professional boundaries is not an admission of a failed professional identity; it is an active re-casting 
of boundaries at the cusp of every new design project. 

von Seggern and Werner (2008) identify certain thematic clusters and hybrid practices to define consistency in 
practice through common values. These values mark an evolving set of assumptions that are continually tested and 
assessed through practice and discourse, echoing Nowotny’s “working knowledge”, and Thrift’s (2008) desire to 
“formulate living information” (8). Employed in the education of young designers, this mode of practice provides 
renewed focus on the capacity for design to creatively interpolate the world and distinguish design knowledge from 
the universal objective knowledge produced by the classical sciences (Prominsky 2008). Design knowledge now 
focuses on “contextualization instead of universality, transdisciplinarity instead of disciplinarity and application 
orientation instead of purity” (Prominsky 2008:279). For Prominsky and Nowotny this kind of relational process has 
gained strength against single-minded precision and predictability in all things. This is an important lesson for 
emerging designers intent on a practice that will shape the world, and effectively shape the life of its inhabitants. 
Design is not a predictive practice, however the experimentation of design is not groundless. It is based wholly in a 
set of values that are, at first, developed in the individual designer, and, second, shared by the community of design. 
Experimentation through design is simultaneously staking a claim and taking responsibility for the values on which 
that claim is made. 

Experimentation, as an educational tool, is engaged intimately with the shape and form of things through sketching 
and modelling, with kinaesthetic shapes of movement, and with spatial relationships of composition. Although not 
limited to these activities, such basic capacities are in some form a staple of design education in landscape 
architecture, as all engage the rational-intuitive process of design thinking. The thrust of experimentation in education 
is to draw together an individual and social ethic through performative actions, including existing forms of expression, 
and to connect the world to the decision-making capacity of students. For Thrift (2008), this type of approach is aimed 
at re-discovering “the ethic of craftsmanship” which he describes as a means of composing one’s concentration, 
understanding, and inspiration, toward a greater potential in production. Thrift (2008: 15) describes this ethic as 
“working both for its own sake and as part of a community of ability”. Equally important, experimentation should 
capture and open up the design process to innovation as a means of enlivening re-invention: 

Taking some of the small signs of everyday life for wonders, and this involves all manner of risks…the risk is worth it 
in order to achieve a diagnosis of the present which is simultaneously a carrier wave for new ways of doing things. 
(Thrift 2008:2) 

This kind of process mapping – in the sense of continually re-defining boundaries as opposed to fixing them – is, for 
landscape architecture, the coherence of incompleteness. Thrift’s attempt to capture the “onflow” of everyday life 
(Pred, in Thrift 2008:5) and the human capacity for complex movements, thoughts and ex/change may also be good 
material for landscape architects looking to “borrow” still further afield from the traditional design discipline. 

CONCLUSION 

Education offers a starting point to realign landscape architecture with new ways of thinking and acting spatially. 
Where open-systems and open-ended processes dominate discourse in landscape architecture, such processes call 
into question whether professional knowledge can in fact be wholly explicit or may be partially hidden until some yet 
unknown intersection occurs (Thrift 2008; von Seggern and Werner, 2008). This space of open-systems defines the 
core problematic for landscape architecture. Topologically speaking, space is a living system of relationships, 
undefinable in that it adds to itself with every new intersection, but describable as it gives to and takes on the shape 
of places in which we live and interact. Landscape architecture has long misjudged the double-edge of uncertainty 
that comes of being a creative practice engaged directly in open-systems. Concerned with whether landscape 
architecture could be sufficiently defined and professionally identified, landscape architects rarely question whether 
knowledge belongs exclusively to a practice.  

By attempting to define professional boundaries, landscape architecture is effectively limiting practice to a certain set 
of goals and activities. The reality, however, is that landscape architecture, as a creative practice, is actively re-
contextualizing knowledge across different fields. This re-contextualizing can be seen to more appropriately 
characterize the evolving practice of landscape architecture, than previous attempts to define a set of agreed 
competencies in a particular time (i.e., LABOK, 2004). As an experimental and speculative practice, landscape 
architecture will refuse to define disciplinary limits; rather than confound a description of landscape architecture 
practice, this may suggest that landscape architects are actively re-casting the boundaries of practice. In such a way, 
experimentation is a better description of the connective value of current practices, that not only accepts, but 
embraces the deep uncertainty folded into spatial practice. Given a lack of formal development concerning these 
issues, there are perhaps two immediate goals for designers in research, education and practice:  

(i) Formalize experimentation, with an explicit openness to other theoretical territories of knowledge. Seek 
as a goal to describe spatial practices (i.e., atmosphere, improvisation, inhabiting, etc) as a mode of the 
production of space in the practice of landscape architecture.  

(ii) Develop a flexible working knowledge of hybridization. Seek to instill a value-ethic in research, 
education and practice that opens disciplinary fields to T.S Eliot’s good theft. 
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By underscoring the nature of landscape architecture as flexible and changing with the many shifting trajectories in 
design, landscape architects should look to engage, enjoy and compete with multiple fields of practice. In this way, 
landscape architects might take their experimentation deeper, and steal strange and unique ways forward by way of 
‘borrowed’ practices and theory, ultimately demonstrating the appropriate goal and work of design: connecting 
knowledge to the world. 
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